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CHARACTER OF CASE
CIA HAS NO OBJECTION
TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR
RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION
IN THIS DOCUMENT.

REFERENCE:

MIRTA BORRAS ALMANZA was interviewed on 4/21/65
by the New York Office with the intention of evaluating
her as a PSI. Miss BORRAS accompanied MANUEL RAY in May,
1964, when he made an unsuccessful attempt to get into
Cuba. Miss BORRAS stated that she has had training as a
radio operator and has also had training in demolition and in
the use of weapons.

During interview with Miss BORRAS, on 4/21/65, she
stated that MANUEL RAY and the JURE has received financial
assistance from the CIA. Results of contact with Miss
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BORRAS and her potential as a PSI will be submitted under her caption.

NY 4116-S, on 4/2/65, advised that in regard to the recent defection in Paris, France, of ODON ALVAREZ DE LA CAMPA, he ascertained that a sister-in-law of FELIX HEIEEEUM, a former JURE official in New York, had been used by the CIA in bringing about the defection of ALVAREZ DE LA CAMPA. NY 4116-S identified the sister-in-law of HEIEEEUM as MARIA CURTOLA (ph) who had been an acquaintance of ALVAREZ DE LA CAMPA in Cuba, and it was reported that MARIA CURTOLA was contacted by the CIA and flown to Paris to assist in the defection of ALVAREZ DE LA CAMPA.

ODON ALVAREZ DE LA CAMPA is known to NY 4116-S as the former Secretary of Foreign Relations of the CTC in Cuba before 1959, and he was also the number two man in the sabotage group of FIDEL CASTRO's July 26th Movement in Cuba during the revolution.

ANDREW ST. GEORGE, Dobbs Ferry, New York, on 4/8/65, advised that the individual in Washington, D.C., who is alleged to be advising Vice-President HUBERT H. HUMPHREY relative to the potential of the JURE, has been identified as SACHA VOLMAN whose identity is well known to the Bureau, and who has had past affiliation with the CIA. ST. GEORGE on 4/8/65, advised that it has been reported in many circles that VOLMAN has been in the employ of CIA for many years.

INFORMANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity of Source</th>
<th>File Number Where Located</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NY T-1</td>
<td>134-9717A-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENY 4783-S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY T-2</td>
<td>105-42570-191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDREW ST. GEORGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 Bellwood Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobbs Ferry, New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(request)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECRET
NY 105--42570

INFORMANTS (CONT'D)

Identity of Source

NY T-3
NY 4116-S

NY T-4

MIRTA BORRAS
51-65 93th Street, Queens
(deemed advisable)

LEADS

SAN JUAN AND WASHINGTON FIELD (INFORMATION)

Copies of this report are being furnished to
San Juan and Washington Field because of their continuing
interest in this investigation.

NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK, will maintain contact with
established sources and follow the activities of the JURE
in New York City.
NY T-1, on March 19, 1965, advised that the New York officials of the Junta Revolucionaria Cubana (JURE), are as follows:

Coordinator:
ANGEL FIGUEREDO

Secretaries of Propaganda
RAUL HERNANDEZ
RICARDO PUERTAS
AQUILINO CARRODEGUAS

Treasurers
DELIO SILVA
(First Name Unknown)

Secretaries of Organization
SERGIO GONZALEZ
BENTO DELONGA
EMILIO BARQUIN

Secretary of Labor
PEDRO RAMON

NY T-1 advised on March 19, 1965, that he recently spoke with AQUILINO CARRODEGUAS who recently returned from a visit to the JURE headquarters in San Juan, Puerto Rico. CARRODEGUAS informed NY T-1 that he was acting as the liaison with the labor people within the JURE and as a result of his recent trip to San Juan, Puerto Rico, in behalf of the JURE, he was completely disgusted with the JURE and, in particular, with MANUEL RAY YVELINO, the national leader. CARRODEGUAS told NY T-1 that RAY should be dismissed from the JURE because of his procrastinations and his failures to enter Cuba as he had previously promised on several occasions.
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